**Society for the Advancement of Chicanxs/Hispanics and Native Americans in Science**

Fostering the success of Chicanos/Hispanics and Native Americans, from college students to professionals, in attaining advanced degrees, careers, and positions of leadership in STEM.

**NETWORK** with industry professionals

**PRESENT** at the SACNAS national conference

**PARTICIPATE** in community outreach

**BELONG** to a community of friends, mentors and mentees

**PROPEL** your professional & academic development

Next Meeting at 4pm over zoom
1/12 learn how to apply to REUs
1/26 Learn about grad school from TEAM TOX
2/9 learn about PCUN
2/23 Lead relaxation session

Contact information
President: Trujilma@oregonstate.edu
Mariana Trujillo
VP: garciall@oregonstate.edu
Luis Garcia-Lamas